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Abstract
This paper presents a box-oriented debugging model for the functional logic
language ALF. Due to the sophisticated operational semantics of ALF which
is based on innermost basic narrowing with simplication, the debugger must
reect the application of the dierent computation rules during program execu-
tion. Hence our debugging model includes not only one box type as in Byrd's
debugging model for logic programs but several dierent kinds of boxes cor-
responding to the various computation rules of the functional logic language
(narrowing, simplication etc.). Moreover, additional box types are introduced
in order to allow skips over (sometimes) uninteresting program parts like proofs
of the condition in a conditional equation. Since ALF is a genuine amalgama-
tion of functional and logic languages, our debugging model subsumes opera-
tional aspects of both kinds of languages. As a consequence, it can be also used
for pure logic languages, pure functional languages with eager evaluation, or
functional logic languages with a less sophisticated operational semantics like
SLOG or eager BABEL.
Keywords
Logic Programming, Functional Programming, Functional Logic Programming, Debugging, Pro-
gramming Environments
1 Introduction
The interest in the amalgamation of functional and logic programming languages has been in-
creased during the last years (see [5] for a survey). Such integrated languages have at least two
advantages. In comparison with pure functional languages, functional logic languages have more
expressive power due to the availability of features like function inversion, partial data structures
and logic variables [25]. In comparison with pure logic languages, functional logic languages have
a more ecient operational behavior since functions allow deterministic evaluations if arguments
are suciently instantiated [13]. Recently, functional logic languages became relevant for practical
applications because ecient implementations have been developed [1, 4, 12, 19, 20, 21, 28]. There-
fore there is a need for debugging tools for such kind of languages. Since the operational semantics
of these languages is dierent from pure logic languages, we cannot easily adopt an existing de-
bugging framework from logic programming. Hence we develop a new debugging model for ALF,
a functional logic language which combines the nondeterministic computation principle of logic
programming (resolution) with the deterministic computation principle of functional programming
(reduction). Our debugging model is based on Byrd's box model for logic programs [3] but rened
in two directions. Firstly, the four ports of Byrd's model are enriched by new ports in order to
allow the observation of the head unication [8, 24, 26] which is very important in a language which
distinguishes between matching and unication. Secondly, new box types are introduced in order
to reect the dierent computation rules of the functional logic language.
In the next section we give a description of ALF's operational semantics. After a short outline
of the standard debugging model for pure logic programs in Section 3 we present in Section 4
the new debugging model corresponding to ALF's execution principles. Comments to the current
implementation are given in Section 5 and Section 6 discusses applications of the debugging model.
2 The execution principles of ALF
Dierent execution principles have been proposed for functional logic languages. A sound and
complete operational semantics is usually based on narrowing [9, 17]. Since pure narrowing is
extremely nondeterministic and creates a huge search space, rened narrowing strategies are used
in functional logic languages. For instance, SLOG [10] is based on innermost narrowing, K-LEAF
[1] and BABEL [20] use a lazy strategy, and ALF [11, 12] combines innermost basic narrowing
with simplication between narrowing steps. Since the latter strategy prefers deterministic com-
putations, it can be shown that ALF programs are more eciently executed than equivalent logic
programs [13]. Therefore we are interested in this strategy and we will develop a debugger for
such kind of programs. However, we remark that this debugging model is general enough to be
applicable to other functional logic languages with an eager evaluation principle (cf. Section 6.2).
Before presenting the debugging model we describe ALF's operational semantics in more detail.
ALF is a constructor-based language, i.e., the user must specify for each symbol whether it is a
constructor or a dened function. Constructors must not be the outermost symbol of the left-hand
side of a dening equation, i.e., constructor terms are always irreducible. Hence constructors are
used to build data types, and dened functions are operations on these data types.
An ALF program is a set of conditional equations.1 Equations dene functions and are used
1ALF has more features than presented in this paper, e.g., a module system with parameterization, a type system
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module lists.
datatype elem = f a ; b ; c g.
datatype list = f '.'(elem,list) ; [] g.





Figure 1: ALF program for concatenating lists
in two ways. In a narrowing step an equation is applied to compute a solution of a goal (i.e.,
variables in the goal may be bound to terms), whereas in a rewrite step an equation is applied to
simplify a goal (i.e., without binding goal variables). Therefore we distinguish between narrowing
rules (equations applied in narrowing steps) and rewrite rules (equations applied in rewrite steps).
Usually, all conditional equations of an ALF program are used as narrowing and rewrite rules, but
it is also possible to specify additional rules which are only used for rewriting.
Figure 1 shows an ALF module which denes lists and a concatenation function on lists. a,
b and c are the constructors of the data type elem and lists are dened as in Prolog. The two
equations (with empty conditions) in this module dene the function append for concatenating two
lists.
The declarative semantics of ALF is the well-known Horn clause logic with equality as to
be found in [23]. The operational semantics of ALF is based on innermost basic narrowing with
normalization. In the following description of this operational semantics we distinguish two kinds of
nondeterminism by the keywords \don't know" and \don't care": don't know indicates a branching
point in the computation where all alternatives must be explored (by a backtracking strategy in
our implementation); don't care indicates a branching point where it is sucient to select one
alternative and disregard all other possibilities. We represent a goal (a list of equations to be
solved) by a skeleton and an environment part [16, 22]: the skeleton is a list of equations composed
of terms occurring in the original program, and the environment is a substitution which has to be
applied to the equations in order to obtain the actual goal. The initial goal G is represented by the
pair hG; idi where id is the identity substitution. The following scheme describes the operational
semantics (if  is a position in a term t, then tj denotes the subterm of t at position  and t[s]
denotes the term obtained by replacing the subterm tj by s in t [6];  is called an innermost
position of t if the subterm tj has a dened function symbol at the top and all argument terms
consist of variables and constructors). Let hE1; : : : ; En ; i be a given goal (E1; : : : ; En are the
skeleton equations and  is the environment):
1. Select don't care a non-variable position  in E1 and a new variant l = r  C of a rewrite
rule such that 0 is a substitution with (E1j) = 0(l) and the goal hC ; 0i can be derived
based on many-sorted logic, predicates which are resolved by resolution etc. [11]. We omit these features in this paper
because they have no interesting inuence on the debugging model (note that predicates can also be considered as
Boolean functions).
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to the empty goal without instantiating any variables from (E1). Then
hE1[0(r)]; E2; : : : ; En ; i
is the next goal derived by rewriting; go to 1. Otherwise go to 2.
2. If the two sides of equation E1 have dierent constructors at the same outer position (a
position not belonging to arguments of functions), then the whole goal is rejected, i.e., the
proof fails. Otherwise go to 3.
3. Let  be the leftmost-innermost position in E1 (if there exists no such position in E1, go to
4). Select don't know (a) or (b):
(a) Select don't know a new variant l = r  C of a narrowing rule such that (E1j) and l
are uniable with most general unier (mgu) 0. Then
hC;E1[r]; E2; : : : ; En ; 0  i
is the next goal derived by innermost basic narrowing; go to 1. Otherwise: fail.
(b) Let x be a new variable and 0 be the substitution fx 7! (E1j)g. Then
hE1[x]; E2; : : : ; En ; 0  i
is the next goal derived by innermost reection; go to 3 (this corresponds to the
elimination of an innermost redex and it is only necessary in the presence of partially
dened functions [16]).
4. If E1 is the equation s = t and there is a mgu 
0 for (s) and (t), then
hE2; : : : ; En ; 0  i
is the next goal derived by reection; go to 1. Otherwise: fail.
In the actual ALF implementation the don't care nondeterminism during rewriting (step 1) is
implemented by an innermost strategy, i.e., rewriting is performed from innermost to outermost
positions, and the don't know nondeterminism in narrowing steps (step 3) is implemented by a
backtracking strategy as in Prolog.
This operational semantics may look complicated at rst sight, but it is a consistent realiza-
tion of the execution principle \prefer deterministic computations as long as possible" (i.e., apply
deterministic rewrite steps before nondeterministic narrowing steps). This yields an ecient op-
erational behavior compared to Prolog's nondeterministic resolution principle but without loosing
completeness as in other ecient approaches to execute functional logic programs (cf. [15]). A
more detailed discussion of the completeness of this operational semantics and the advantages of
it in comparison to other execution principles can be found in [12, 13]. We want to point out that
ALF's operational semantics can be implemented with the same eciency as current Prolog imple-
mentations by extending Warren's Abstract Machine to deal with functional computations [12, 14].
Moreover, the search space of ALF programs may be smaller than equivalent Prolog programs due
to rewriting and rejection. For instance, the execution of the following goal fails w.r.t. the list
module (cf. Figure 1):
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append(append([a|L1],L2),L3) = [b|L4]
` rewriting the innermost call to append:
append([a|append(L1,L2)],L3) = [b|L4]
` rewriting the outermost call to append:
[a|append(append(L1,L2),L3)] = [b|L4]
` rejection (a and b are dierent constructors):
fail
On the other hand the equivalent (attened) Prolog goal
append([a|L1],L2,L), append(L,L3,[b|L4])
causes an innite loop for any order of literals and clauses of the Prolog program for append.
This example shows that the simplication process followed by the rejection rule is essential for
the improved eciency of ALF programs (see [13] for more details).2 Therefore a debugger must
show the (successful) application of rewriting and rejection to the programmer. This requires an
extension of the standard box-oriented debugging model for Prolog [3, 8] to these new computation
rules. Before we show such an extended debugging model in Section 4, we will shortly review the
standard debugging model for logic programs in the next section.
3 The standard box-oriented debugger for logic programs
Byrd's debugging model [3] has been used as the standard source-level debugger in many Prolog
systems. It is based on the idea that during the computation process a box of the following kind is









This box is created when the literal should be proved for the rst time. The box is entered through
the CALL port. If the literal is successfully proved, the box is left through the EXIT port, otherwise
(if the proof fails) through the FAIL port. If it is necessary to nd an alternative proof for this
literal (due to the failure of a subsequent literal), then the box is entered again through the REDO
port. Depending on success or failure of nding an alternative proof, the box is left through the
EXIT or FAIL port. Note that the boxes have a recursive structure: if a clause is used for the proof
of the literal, then new boxes are created inside this box for each literal in the body of the clause.
The basic principle of this debugging model is the observability of these four ports: the ports are
the only visible points in the computation process, i.e., the debugger or tracer3 outputs the ports
together with the literal. During the debugging process, the user can turn o the observability
of some ports or he can skip from one port to the next port of the same box in order to omit
unnecessary details of a subcomputation.
2For instance, \generate-and-test" programs are executed in ALF with a lower complexity than in Prolog.
3Standard Prolog debuggers show a trace of the program execution to the user. Therefore this part of the debugger
is also called tracer. Although we will describe only the trace component of our debugger, we will use the more general
term \debugger" in this paper.
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It has been criticized that this four-port debugging model is too weak to explain the control
ow of logic programs to the user. For instance, the user cannot see the reason of a failure, i.e.,
it is not visible whether there are no clauses for a literal or the clause heads do not unify with
the literal. Therefore several renements of this standard debugging model have been proposed in
order to visualize the head unication process [8, 24, 26]. Since the dierence between matching
and unication is important in the operational semantics of functional logic languages (compare
denition of rewriting and narrowing in Section 2), we will also propose such a rened debugging
model in the next section.
4 A debugging model for functional logic programs
The standard box model for Prolog is used as an interface between the program execution and the
programmer. Each box represents the proof of a literal and the programmer can stop and observe
the proof at the ports of a box. Moreover, he can set spy points on some ports and skip from one
port to another in order to skip over uninteresting details of the execution. In order to provide
a similar debugging model for ALF, it is necessary to introduce new box types for the dierent
computation rules (simplication, rejection etc.) and for the new logical units in a proof (e.g.,
simplication of an entire literal, proving the condition in a conditional equation). Therefore the
box-oriented debugger for ALF is based on the following box types:
Literal box: In order to allow the programmer to skip over the proof of a literal (equation),
there is a box for each literal as in Byrd's box model [3]. Since a literal is proved by applying
simplication, rejection, narrowing, and reection, a literal box contains four other boxes which
correspond to the ongoing computation w.r.t. these rules. Hence the literal box has the following






























Rejection box: This box corresponds to an application of the rejection rule to an equation. If the
equation has dierent constructors at the same outer position, the equation is rejected, otherwise
not rejected. For instance, the equation [a|append(L,[])]=[b|M] is rejected while the equation








rejection: t1 = t2
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Reection box: This box corresponds to an application of the reection rule to an equation.
If the two sides of the equation are uniable, the box is left with success, otherwise with failure.






reection: t1 = t2
Simplication box: This box corresponds to the simplication of an entire term (or equation). It
contains a rewrite box for each function symbol in the term in leftmost-innermost order (e.g., a sim-
plication box for append(append([a|V],W),Y) contains a rst rewrite box for append([a|V],W)
and a second rewrite box for the outermost call to append). This box has no REDO port because sim-
plication is a deterministic process. Moreover, it has no FAIL port because simplication computes












Note that this box is not essentially necessary since it represents no particular computation rule
of the operational semantics. However, this box is useful to structure the entire proof process: if
the programmer is not interested in the details of the simplication process between two narrowing
steps, he can simply skip from the ENTER-SIMPLIFICATION port to the EXIT-SIMPLIFICATION port (see
also Section 5).
Rewrite box: This box corresponds to the application of a rewrite rule at a subterm. It contains
a box for each rule dening the function at the subterm's head (these inner boxes are similar to
the OR-boxes of the rened box model in [26]). Such a rule can be applied if the left-hand side
matches the subterm and the condition is provable. In this case the subterm is replaced by the
right-hand side and the right-hand side is simplied by creating a rewrite box for each function
symbol occurring in the right-hand side (in the following gure it is assumed that the right-hand
side contains only one dened function symbol). The condition box in a rule box is omitted if the
rule does not contain a condition. The FAIL-MATCH port of a rule box is connected to the TRY-
MATCH port of the subsequent rule box. But note that the FAIL-MATCH port of the last equation is











































rewrite: f(  )
Condition box: This box covers the proof of the entire condition of a conditional rewrite or
narrowing rule. It is introduced in order to skip over the proof of the condition of a rule. This box
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Narrow box: The structure of this box is very similar to the rewrite box but it has in addition
to the boxes for each dening rule an innermost reection box as the nal rule which is necessary
for partially dened functions. In contrast to the rewrite box, the right-hand side of a narrowing
rule cannot be represented by a sequence of boxes corresponding to the dened function symbols
occurring in the right-hand side. This is due to the fact that after replacing the subterm by the
right-hand side in a narrowing step the whole term is simplied and then checked for rejection
before the next narrowing step takes place. Since the simplication process may change the whole
structure of the term, the subterm where the next narrowing rule will be applied is not xed after
the application of the narrowing rule. Hence the narrow box as well as the simplify narrow box
(see below) have the whole term or literal as a parameter and the narrowing rule is applied at the
leftmost-innermost position of this term. Note that due to the innermost reection rule (which is
always applicable) narrowing cannot fail. However, an ALF programmer can explicitly prevent the
application of the innermost reection rule by declaring a function as \total". It is a programming
error if no narrowing rule is applicable to total functions. In order to show such errors to the

























































Simplify narrow box: As mentioned above this box covers the simplication, rejection and






















Now we have described all box types of ALF's debugging model. At rst sight the increased number
of boxes seems to be confusing. But we think that these boxes are necessary to give the user the
right impression of the program execution and to allow him to skip over unnecessary details. Since
this debugging model can be considered as a precise description of ALF's operational semantics,
there is no learning overhead when this debugger is used. Moreover, we believe that the use of this
debugging model simplies the learning of the execution principles of functional-logic languages.
These principles are necessarily more complex than the execution of pure functional or pure logic
languages. However, the advantages of these principles are convincing: more expressive power
than functional languages due to the presence of logic variables [25] and more eciency than logic
languages due to the integration of a deterministic simplication process [13]. In Section 6 we will
see how the debugging model can be simplied if a less sophisticated operational semantics is used.
5 Implementation
The debugging model presented in the previous section is implemented as an extended interpreter
for ALF programs. The implementation language is also ALF in order to test the ALF system and
to demonstrate that ALF can be used for larger applications. The functionality of the current ALF
debugger is similar to standard Prolog debuggers. For instance, it allows
 to turn o/on the observability of some ports,
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 to set spy points on dened functions,
 to skip over subcomputations inside a box (i.e., to skip from one box port to the next port
in this box),
etc. (see [18] for details). In the current implementation the debugger shows the literal or the
subterm corresponding to the computation step. Additionally, at the TRY-MATCH port the left-
hand side of the applied rule is printed before it is matched against the current subterm in a
rewrite step (similarly for the TRY-UNIFY port). Although this information is sucient in many
cases, sometimes the programmer wants to see the entire rule which is currently used. This can be
supported by showing the entire rule in rewrite/narrow boxes as in the Coda debugger [24].
Finally, we want to present the current debugging model from a user's point of view by showing
some example traces. The rst example is a complete trace of the append program introduced in
Section 2. The initial goal is append(append([a|V],W),Y)=[b|Z]. This goal will be disproved due
to the rewriting and rejection rule as shown at the end of Section 2. The full trace is lengthy since





TRY-MATCH: append([],L) WITH: append([a|V],W) ?
FAIL-MATCH: append([a|V],W) ?
TRY-MATCH: append([E|R],L) WITH: append([a|V],W) ?
ENTER-REWRITE: append(V,W) ?
TRY-MATCH: append([],L) WITH: append(V,W) ?
FAIL-MATCH: append(V,W) ?






TRY-MATCH: append([],L) WITH: append([a|append(V,W)],Y) ?
FAIL-MATCH: append([a|append(V,W)],Y) ?
TRY-MATCH: append([E|R],L) WITH: append([a|append(V,W)],Y) ?
ENTER-REWRITE: append(append(V,W),Y) ?
TRY-MATCH: append([],L) WITH: append(append(V,W),Y) ?
FAIL-MATCH: append(append(V,W),Y) ?











However, this is the extreme case for our debugging model. Usually, the observability of several
ports (like TRY-MATCH) is switched o and the user skips over entire subcomputations which is
possible due to the rened box structure of our debugging model. For instance, it is often the
case that the user wants to skip the entire simplication process. Then the above trace is reduced
as follows (the user command skip does not show a subcomputation inside a box and forces the
debugger to stop at the next port of the current box):
?- append(append([a|V],W),Y)=[b|Z].
ENTER-LITERAL: append(append([a|V],W),Y)=[b|Z] ?






Another example trace will be shown in the next section.
6 Application of the debugging model
In this section we point out some aspects related to the application of our debugging model.
6.1 Filtering
Due to the increased number of ports in our debugging model, too many details of the computation
process are usually presented to the user. Therefore it is necessary to lter the standard output in
order to concentrate on the relevant part of the computation process. One possible implementation
of ltering is a programmable debugger where the user can congure the debugger to his requests
[7]. This could also be implemented on the basis of our debugging model. Another much simpler
solution is to turn o the observability of ports in which the user is not interested. Therefore, in a
typical conguration of our debugger the observability of the TRY-MATCH, TRY-UNIFY and EXIT-BODY
ports in rewrite and narrow boxes is switched o (the user can turn on and o the observability
of particular ports during the debugging session). The ports ENTER-REJECTION, NOT-REJECTED,
ENTER-REFLECTION and EXIT-REFLECTION are also turned o since these belongs to elementary op-
erations and the user is usually interested in failure situations, i.e., in the ports REJECTED and FAIL-
REFLECTION. The following trace shows the computation of the initial goal append(_,[T])=[a,b]
for such a conguration. The goal is provable if the variable T is the last element of the given
list at the right-hand side. During this trace the user skips the simplication process of the initial
















The standard trace without ltering consists of 40 steps for the same example. This ltered trace
shows that our debugging model can be adjusted to a good reection of the operational principles of
functional logic languages. The experiences with the current implementation of the debugger give us
the persuasion that this model is suitable for debugging larger programs and also for understanding
the control ow of functional logic programs.
6.2 Debugging other declarative languages
The presented debugging model is adjusted to the operational semantics of ALF which consists of
the inference rules rewriting, rejection, innermost basic narrowing, innermost reection and reec-
tion. These inference rules model a complete and ecient execution mechanism for functional logic
programs. If one is interested in similar languages with a more restricted operational semantics, our
debugging model can also be applied. But in this case the structure of our model can be simplied
as shown in the following.
ALF is a genuine amalgamation of functional and logic languages, i.e., pure logic programming
and (rst-order) functional programming are contained in ALF. This is also reected by our de-
bugging model. For instance, a pure logic ALF program contains only Boolean functions, has no
nested functional expressions, and has only narrowing rules of the form
p0(  )=true :- p1(  )=true,: : : ,pk(  )=true.
Therefore all boxes except the narrow and reection box can be omitted for such programs (the
innermost reection boxes inside narrow boxes are also superuous). The result is a restricted
debugging model which is very close to the extended debuggers for Prolog [8, 24, 26].
The other extreme is a pure functional ALF program which consists of a set of rewrite rules
and has no narrowing rules. Moreover, the initial goal is ground, i.e., no logical variables occur
during program execution. Consequently, the literal, reection, narrow, and simplify narrow boxes
can be omitted. In this restricted debugging model the user can observe the evaluation of each
function call and the matching of a function call with the left-hand sides of the corresponding rules.
Therefore it is very similar to symbolic debuggers proposed for functional languages with pattern
matching and eager evaluation like Standard-ML [27].
Our debugging model can also be used for other functional logic languages which use some
variant of innermost narrowing as their operational semantics. For instance, SLOG [10] executes
functional logic programs by innermost narrowing and rewriting. SLOG diers from ALF in the
innermost reection rule which is not included in SLOG since it is assumed that all functions in
SLOG are totally dened. Therefore our debugging model can be applied to SLOG with the dier-
ence that the innermost reection boxes inside narrow boxes are deleted. Further simplications
are possible for functional logic languages based on innermost narrowing without simplication like
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eager BABEL [19, 20]. In this case the simplication, rewrite, rejection, and simplify narrow boxes
can also be omitted.
7 Conclusions
We have presented a debugging model for the functional logic language ALF, a language that com-
bines nondeterministic search as in logic languages with deterministic reduction as in functional
languages. This debugging model reects the dierent computations rules of the operational se-
mantics and allows the user to skip over logically related parts of the execution process. Beyond the
possibility of debugging a faulty ALF program, the debugging model can also be used to explain
the operational principles of functional logic languages. Note that for pure functional programs
where a ground term is reduced to normal form the operational semantics of ALF is identical to the
reduction principle of functional languages with pattern matching since narrowing is not applied.
Hence our debugging model can also used for functional languages. Moreover, we have shown that
our debugging model is general enough to be applied to other functional logic languages with an
eager evaluation strategy like SLOG or eager BABEL.
There are several directions for further work. On the one hand the implementation of the debug-
ger must be improved in order to use it for large applications. For this purpose the debugger must
be integrated into the A-WAM [12], the abstract machine into which ALF programs are compiled.
This can be done similarly to the integration of debuggers in WAM-based Prolog implementations
[2]. Another important topic is the extension of the debugging features. For instance, for larger
applications it is useful to integrate user-dened pre- and postconditions for functions into the
debugging process instead of the simple spy points. Such applications require a more exible and
programmable debugger [7]. Such debuggers are based on the idea to show the user only distinct
events of the program execution. Since we have dened the principle events which are observable
by the programmer, our debugging model can be seen as a rst step to develop advanced symbolic
debuggers for functional logic languages.
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